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SPx Development Software

Cambridge Pixel's SPx Development software is aimed at developers who want to incorporate radar processing or display capabilities into a customised server or client product.

The SPx Development library provides a large collection of modules for radar input, processing, display, network streaming and recording. The SPx software is designed to co-exist with existing application software, so that only those SPx modules that are needed are included. For Radar Display requirements, SPx provides powerful software-based radar scan conversion to allow system integrators to add radar display into new or existing Windows or Linux/X11-based applications. With an industry-leading feature set and highly flexible software options that include a C++ library, .NET and Java interfaces, an application co-processor and an image server, Cambridge Pixel offers solutions in all radar display architectures.

SPx for System Integrators

SPx provides system integrators with a powerful set of libraries, sample applications, tools, comprehensive documentation and first-class technical support. The software provides a modern, open, extensible framework that can be used to build radar video servers, client applications or radar processors. The ability to extend and customise SPx solutions gives system integrators the capability to add value, provide localisation and maintain close control of the solution for in-country support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Cambridge Pixel Applications (built using SPx Library)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RadarView</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Visualisation Client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RadarServer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPx Software Library</strong> Windows and Linux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPx Network Distribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPx Record and Replay</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPx Video Processing:</strong> Filtering (STC, FTC) Interference Suppression LUT Processing Area-Masking Thresholding CFAR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **SPx Server**
- **Radar Video Server:** Recording, Distribution, Plot Extraction and Tracking

**System Libraries**

- **Graphics Libraries**
  - Windows: MFC, Win32, GDI, GD+1, WP, Java, .NET, Open-GL
  - Linux: X11, X, GTK, Qt, Java, Open-GL
SPx Solutions

SPx provides ready-to-run software products for radar visualisation, radar video distribution, plot extraction and target tracking (SPx Server). These products are themselves built from the SPx library. For many users, it is this underlying library of software components, which may be integrated into customised applications, that is the attraction of SPx. By leveraging the existing toolbox of software components, a user of the SPx library can combine standard and customised processing to gain the benefits of COTS, without sacrificing the ability to customise, maintain and enhance the solution.

The SPx library provides a rich processing toolbox as a Windows or Linux C++ class library. An application can use a single SPx class, for example to provide radar capture or compression, or may combine a number of classes into a server or client application. The flexibility of the solution comes from the ease-of-use of the class library and the ability to modify and expand it with custom code.

Video Distribution

Compressed radar video, in its native polar format, may be distributed across an Ethernet network. By using UDP multicast, any number of connected clients may receive the radar video.

Navigation Data

When building applications for moving platforms, the SPx Scan Converter supports true and relative display modes. A class is available for receipt of NMEA navigation data, which may be used to maintain a heading-up display as the platform moves.

Radar Video Processing

The SPx library includes a number of processes for common tasks such as:

- **Filtering**: STC and FTC filters are available to help reduce sea clutter and weather effects.
- **Thresholding**: Video may be thresholded using a dynamic CFAR threshold, which is adaptive to the local signal average, or a fixed level threshold.
- **Clutter processing**: A clutter map is calculated based on a long-term average of correlated video. This clutter map may then be combined with the original data to produce the processed video. A simple application of this is to remove static video and display moving targets in the processed channel.
- **Area Mask**: An area for processing may be defined as a complex polygon. Video inside (or outside) the defined area is not displayed. This can be used to mask out areas that are not required for display or, alternatively, video inside selected areas may be displayed differently.

Recording

Compressed radar video, in its native polar format, may be saved to disk. The recorded video may then be replayed at a later time and processed as if it were live.
SPx Radar Scan Conversion

In 2007, Cambridge Pixel became the first company to introduce a commercially available software scan converter that could work with third party graphics applications. SPx provides industry-leading, software-based radar scan conversion using a high-performance double transform method, which ensures that all window pixels are filled from the best radar sample, and that all radar samples contribute to the display picture. There are no holes, no missing spokes and no missing data.

Working under Windows or Linux, the SPx Scan Converter adds scan-converted radar video into any graphic application, exploiting the full power of modern multi-core CPU and GPU architectures. Cambridge Pixel’s Radar Insertion technology allows radar to be added into an existing Windows or Linux application with minimal changes to the existing software. This is especially important when considering the upgrade of existing legacy solutions that might have a considerable investment in the application’s graphics. By leaving the existing graphics application substantially unchanged, the costs of revalidation can be significantly reduced.

Flexible Architecture

The SPx Scan Converter is compatible with many different software architectures. As a C++ library, the scan converter can be included into a client application using a simple class interface that takes the client’s existing graphics window as an input and inserts scan-converted video as an overlay or underlay. For Microsoft .NET programmers, the scan converter can be accessed from any of the standard .NET programming languages.

Radar Display Coprocess (RDC)

As an alternative to using the SPx scan conversion classes directly within a custom application, it is possible to use the Radar Display Coprocessor (RDC) instead. The RDC is supplied with the SPx library as a ready-to-run application for Windows or Linux that handles radar receipt, processing and scan conversion. The RDC can be considered as a service that runs on the client processor and is controlled from your application using a simple API, which is responsible for sending it control commands. The RDC scan converts the radar and updates the client’s nominated graphics window with the radar image.
Radar Display

Cambridge Pixel’s high-performance radar scan conversion software supports PPI, B-Scan and A-Scan display presentations and allows multiple videos to appear in a window, and multiple windows to appear on a screen.

The SPx Scan Converter provides a full range of capabilities from multi-window, multi-channel PPI windows, through to parallax-compensated B-Scan views for fire-control radars. A comprehensive collection of sample applications (with source code) provides examples for most requirements.

PPI Display Mode

The PPI (Plan Position Indicator) view displays the radar as if looking at a plan view of its coverage. It shows a rotating sweep that corresponds to the movement of the antenna.

A-Scan Display Mode

In A-Scan (or A-Scope), the data is displayed as a signal strength or amplitude against time (equivalent to range) for each return. The display is what would be seen if the radar video were displayed on an oscilloscope.

B-Scan Display Mode

Typically used in fire-control situations, the B-Scan mode shows range against azimuth. As the radar rotates, the display updates across the window, from left to right.

Multiple Colour Display

Separate radar sources or different versions of the same source may be displayed in different colours. This makes it possible to distinguish different sources, but also allows for more complex scenarios. For example, by processing radar video from a single source to remove static clutter it is then possible to display moving targets in a separate colour, providing an instant visual target detection.

Fade Control

The SPx scan converter supports different fade modes, providing control over the appearance of the radar within a sweep or from sweep-to-sweep. This means users can select views of the radar video that fade quickly, replicating phosphor displays or persist over many scans, allowing history trails to build up.

Multiple Layers

The SPx radar insertion and display software supports both underlays and overlays, relative to the radar video layer. Radar video is blended with underlay graphics (for example maps and charts), and overlay graphics are then drawn opaquely on top. This allows developers to design complex multi-layered display applications in which the radar video does not completely obscure any underlay graphics.
SPx Development Modules

The SPx Development library provides an integrated collection of software objects that work together, but can also work with third-party code. The library is open and flexible. Modules available with the library include the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radar Input</td>
<td>Radar data can be received from the HPx hardware cards, ASTERIX CAT-240, various proprietary network formats or through user-defined data structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation and Test</td>
<td>Simulated radar video can be created within the library for system testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map Display</td>
<td>World vector shoreline map, tiled map (Internet source), raster maps, third-party mapping and chart applications may be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>AIS message decode and track display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Processing</td>
<td>Filtering, CFAR, scan integration, area blanking, video combining, gain/offset, FTC, STC, interference suppression, clutter mapping, plot extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Display</td>
<td>PPI Scan conversion, B-Scan, A-Scan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Compositing</td>
<td>Mix radar video with application graphics (from SPx or third party), for underlays and overlays. Supports Direct3D, MFC, OpenGL, Qt, X11, GTK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record/Replay</td>
<td>Modules for record/replay or radar video and AIS, GPS, Nav data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAV Data</td>
<td>Receipt of GPS and navigation data (NMEA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>Radar video compression and decompression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Streaming</td>
<td>Send/receive radar video in SPx or ASTERIX CAT-240 network formats. Handle packet fragmentation issues associated with ASTERIX.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface Components</td>
<td>Button box, range rings, compass rose, EBL, VRM, track display, map display.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SPx Development Support

SPx Development is supplied with a collection of utility applications and over 50 examples with source code. The utilities provide useful programs that support developers with test data, converters, viewers and analysis tools. Based on its experience of building solutions and supporting customers, Cambridge Pixel provides the software tools and technical know-how that helps developers build complex radar processing products.
Radar Sources

SPx software works with Cambridge Pixel’s HPx range of radar interface cards and is also capable of receiving network radar video from SPx applications that distribute radar video or from radars which provide a network video output directly, including ASTERIX CAT-240.

For system test and validation, SPx provides a set of test and simulation objects. Test patterns may be inserted into the video at the server or client stage and system performance verified. The SPx Scenario Generator supports the definition of moving targets.

HPx Radar Interface Cards

HPx cards are compatible with a wide range of commercial and military radars using video, trigger and ACP/ARP or parallel azimuth signals. HPx cards provide a flexible range of options to support dual analogue and up to 8 digital video inputs. The cards are software programmable to allow the analogue and digital video inputs to be mixed to a single intensity level for each sample.

HPx cards are available in PCI, PCIe and PMC form-factors.

Typical Applications

The SPx software provides a rich toolbox of software components. System integrators can use the SPx library, the ready-made applications, or a combination to meet the requirements of their project. A common configuration is a server-client based architecture wherein the server is connected to the radar and processes the incoming video. The server then distributes the radar video over a standard Ethernet network to any number of connected clients. For projects that require target tracking, the standard SPx Server application is available and track reports may be distributed along with the radar video.

Each of the clients receives the polar video that the server system is distributing. The scan conversion is performed locally, in each client, allowing each operator to select their own view of the radar.

Network Sources

SPx applications can accept input from other SPx applications that are distributing radar video across an Ethernet network. This enables a common server-client configuration to be adopted, with a single server system distributing radar video to any number of receiving clients. It is also possible for SPx applications to receive the network video data directly from certain radars.
SPx Licensing

SPx Development Licence

An SPx Development Licence is needed when developing custom SPx applications, but is not required when running standard applications, such as SPx Server or RadarView. The Development Licence is available for Windows or Linux and for one, two or multiple developers (site or project licence).

The Development Licence provides the following:

- First-class technical support direct from Cambridge Pixel engineers, available by telephone or email. Cambridge Pixel engineers offer a wealth of expertise and practical experience in radar processing and software engineering and this is available to you for the duration of your project development.
- Free software updates with access to all new features.
- Utility programs, including network record and replay, test utilities, debug tools etc.

SPx Runtime Licence

When an SPx application has been developed using the Development Licence, the software may be deployed with a Runtime licence. This is a perpetual (never-expiring) software licence that enables the SPx capabilities on the deployed hardware. There are different licences for deployed SPx capabilities.
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